
breakroom & café 
SPACES

SUPPORT SPACES

Open gathering spaces for 
CONNECTION and SOCIALIZATION



create a refreshing 
CHANGE OF PACE
Never underestimate the importance of interaction —especially in 
times when work conversations are placed on hold and employees 
are connecting on their own time and in their own way. Social 
spaces, like breakrooms and dining areas, are the perfect respite 
from an otherwise busy workday and can help reinforce your 
organization’s commitment to employee well-being. Whether team 
members are eating together, creating together, or simply catching 
up in a common space, breakrooms can amplify the culture of 
connectedness that so many employees fourish in.





PRODUCTS SHOWN
KFI Studios Proof, KFI Studios Imme, 
Quiet Earth Moss, MooreCo Elevate Wind





https://www.specialt.net/tables/hospitality-tables/sienna


Breakrooms allow employees the space they need to take a mental break and 
gather themselves throughout their work day. Research shows that taking a 
“time out” can go along way in maintaining mental health and overall well-being, 
not to mention productivity throughout the rest of the work day. So, encourage  
breakroom behavior by creating spaces with ample room to unwind and connect. 
Consider adding amenities like televisions or gaming tables to further that idea of 
taking a mental break from to-do lists, meetings, and tasks.

CONNECT PEOPLE 
in a café style



PRODUCTS SHOWN
Safco Resi, Safco Hospitality Cabinets, 
Safco Public Square, and Magnuson 
Group PIC



Maximize a small space by 

minimizing your storage foot-

print and answering the question, 
“Where should I put this?” 

Even small touches can make a big 
difference. Try making updates to an 
existing space without making major 
architectural changes like removing 
walls or building new rooms. With a 
seamless look and versatile capacity, 
modular cabinets and storage lockers 
can be customized to the scale of your 
space, saving you valuable square 
footage and reducing overall cost. 
Dedicated break areas, no matter the 
size, offer more room for people to 
move about and interact with each 
other as convenient storage zones 
provide needed security for belongings. 

SMARTLY 
EQUIPPED



PRODUCTS SHOWN
Global Lite, Global Swap, Global Citi Square, 
Global Popcorn, ezoBord Geo Cloud







The idea of the perfect breakroom can conjure so many different things from 
so many different people . . .  a stable WiFi connection, a comfy space to 
plop down and unwind, easy access to caffeine and snacks! It’s really about 
meeting a variety of needs in a variety of creative ways. Designing different 
seating configurations is a perfect first step. Lounge-like soft seating, 
standing-height tables with stools, and private pods or phone booths can all 
add up to a fashionable and functional community space that creates balance 
in every work day.

OPEN AND INVITING 
(with a bit of style to boot!)



PRODUCTS SHOWN

KFI Studios Workwell, KFI Studios Imme, 
KFI Studios Roqa, Falcon Fifth Avenue







a happy 
ESCAPE

PRODUCTS SHOWN
Indiana Furniture Fifteen Lounge, Indiana 
Furniture Tri-One 

No one wants to unwind in a boring 
box of a space. Create an environment 
people will enjoy by implementing 
interesting artwork—something that 
reflects the local culture, for example, 
could resonate well in terms of 
community pride. Play with different 
color schemes and upholsteries to make 
the space your own. Branded art is 
always a fun element that can bolster 
company values. Creativity knows no 
limits, so stretch those ideas!

Create a stimulating space 
employees will be happy to retreat 
to by using color and decor that 
spark joy.











other bright 
IDEAS

Complete the space 
with thoughtful 
design details and 
environmental             
improvements like 
sound-masking and air 
purification to further 
enhance productivity 
and well-being.



Full-service art consultation 
is available, as well as 
custom and branded art.

Green walls and plants 
increase human connectivity 
with the natural world.

Professional-grade air purifiers 
eliminate the spread of germs 
and viruses.

Contact us for more information about our:
• Return-to-work resources
• Art and biophilic design programs
• Sound-masking installation
• Air purification systems




